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Article Body:
VRE -- better known as "Virtual Real Estate" is literally everywhere online.
That’s right. Everytime you do a search on whatever it is your searching for via the Internet
The question is... "what have you done in order to stake your Internet "VRE" claim so you too

If you haven’t started anything yet, that’s okay because I did a little research for you and c
The first VRE business model I’d like to talk about are -- Article Directories.

VRE Model #1. Articles Directories.

Article Directories are in my mind are probably one of the best VRE business models on the web
And the facts are, people come online for information.
So, what do Article Directories contain?
That’s right... Information! ... and lots of it.

The other great benefit to Article Directories is that you don’t have to write a single word i

Now, the Rule Of Thumb is simple when it comes to growing your Article Directory and that is..
It gets better, so keep reading.

Did you know that the more pages you have within your Article Directory means... the more sear

Remember in the beginning of this article when I was talking about the search engine results b

This also means that you’ll receive a lot of FREE targeted search engine traffic to your Artic
Are you starting to see the benefits to starting your own Article Directory on the Internet?
I hope so.
But don’t go anywhere just yet, I’m not finished.

There’s two more things I want to talk to you about before this part of the article series end

The first is RSS -- better known as "Real Simple Syndication" and what RSS does is it allows y

The other benefit to a RSS feed is... lets say you have 1000 publishers subscribed to one of y

You guessed it, your Article Directory, with your Google Adsense ads(I’ll talk about that in a
Now... for the BEST part, how-to make a $Profit$ with your Article directory.
I’m telling you, this is the easiest money you’ll ever make for simply supplying your viewers
How do you do it?

Heard of Google Adsense(as I mentioned just a minute ago), because if you haven’t, now you hav
What is Google Adsense?

Google Adsense is Googles affiliate program for publishers and how it works is it displays ads

How do you get paid? Simple. Your reader just has to click on one of the ads within the Google
And, guess what? You didn’t even have to do any selling OR follow-up.

Not bad and believe me those clicks add up Fast and by having the search engines returning fre

Well, that’s it for now. So be sure to be on the look out for my next installment of the "6 PO
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